Watercolor Resists
By Caponi Art Park

Project overview:
Recommended for ages 5+
Much like a hidden message on a pirate’s treasure map, in this workshop, watercolors
will reveal the picture that lays beneath the paint. Using their imaginations, participants
will compose a picture using white crayon on white paper. The image they have created
will only be revealed once watercolor paints have been applied to the entire image. You
will have to wait and see what hidden treasure awaits!
Supply list:
● Large sheet of white paper (We recommend using watercolor paper if you have
it, but any thicker white paper will work. You can try standard printer paper, but
with the wetness of the paints, it is not recommended. White construction paper
would be great if you have it.)
● Paint brushes ( Any paintbrush will work. Even the foam brushes for painting
walls will work. Use what you have on hand! We do recommend using a standard
arts and crafts paintbrush.)
● Watercolor paints (Don’t have watercolor paints? Us tempera paint, and water it
down. You can do this by putting a dime sized blob of tempera paint on a plate
and mixing it with water until it runs really thin and more translucent.)
● White crayons (enough for the group to share) (If you don’t have white crayons,
try a lightly colored crayon. It won’t “reveal the image” the same way, but it will
still work. You can also try using white or cream colored candle wax.)
● Water cups for rinsing
Instructions:
● Make sure each participant has a piece of watercolor paper, a brush, and a white
crayon. (Watercolor paper may be substituted for any other heavy white
paper-the bigger the better. Any brush will work-use what you have laying
around! If you do not have a white crayon, a light colored candle wax or a white
or cream oil pastel will also work. If you don’t have any of those things, use any
color crayon. The material just needs to be waxy.)
● Have participants spend a good amount of time drawing their “hidden” image.
This can be inspired by a walk in nature, or anything they find interesting
Encourage participants to add as much detail as possible. Some participants
might be discouraged by not being able to see the image they are drawing- that

is ok, just reassure them that no art is perfect and theirs will turn out fantastic!
Participants should fill the entire piece of paper if possible.
● Next, have participants paint different sections of the paper, using different
colors, until the entire sheet is filled. Encourage them to be intentional about
where they are putting their colors, and what colors they choose. (Watercolor
paints can be substituted for watered down tempera paint)
● Let dry completely before displaying.
Discussion questions:
● What similarities and differences did you notice between using watercolors and
other paints you have used in the past?
● Was it easier to use the watercolors than it was to use other paints? Was it more
difficult? Explain.
● How can you use watercolors to express your ideas differently than you would
with other paints?
Short Lesson for Watercolor Resists:
● Watercolor painting is a unique medium, spanning the worlds of drawing and
painting.
● Watercolor can be applied to a wide variety of surfaces, such as canvas and
wood, but is very unforgiving in nature.
● Every line color and form must be placed on the painting surface perfectly the
first time because any attempt to go over it and correct it will leave you with a
muddied mess.
● You have to go far back in time to find the roots of watercolor painting, to the time
when prehistoric humans in the Paleolithic ages painted the walls of their caves
with mixtures of ochre, charcoal, and other natural pigments.

[Lascaux Caves in France]

● Watercolors have also dominated Asian art history, but found their own place in
Western art history as well.
● Wang Xizhi is one of the most well-known calligraphers in China’s history.
Calligraphy is a popular and very important discipline in China. It takes many
years of practice and immense amounts of patience and dedication to become a
calligrapher.

● Wu Guanzhong (1919 - 2010) is a more contemporary Chinese watercolor artist.
He originally studied in Paris where he worked mainly in oil paints, but later
became interested in watercolors.
● As a professor at the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing, he introduced his
students to watercolor, and also to more Western styles of painting.

● Watercolor painting emerged in Europe during the Renaissance period with
advancements in papermaking.
● With an increase in the availability of synthetic pigments, printmaker and
Renaissance artist Albrecht Dürer (1471–1528) developed new methods of

working with watercolor paints, highlighting the luminous, transparent effects it
offered and inspiring other artists to experiment.

● Into the 21st century, artists have taken advantage of this unique medium to
create striking works of art.
● James Prosek is contemporary watercolor artist, and is most famous for his
paintings of trout that brought attention to the existence and plight of native trout.
● This book of paintings was the first of its kind and revolutionary for not only the
arts, but widespread conservation efforts.

● Watercolor painting is versatile, offering rich tones and soft lines and forms.
● Watercolor remains a popular medium, difficult to master, but produces vibrant,
yet delicate works of art.

